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Abstract- This paper deals with modeling and simulation
technique of a Dynamic Voltage Restore (DVR). The
DVR is a dynamic solution to protect sensitive loads
against voltage sags and swells. The DVR can be
implemented to protect a group of medium voltage or low
voltage consumers. The new configuration of DVR has
been proposed using improved d-q-0 controller technique.
This study presents compensation of sags and swells
voltage during single line to ground (SLG) fault and
three-phase fault. Simulation results carried out by
Matlab/Simulink verify the performance of the proposed
method.

transformer connected between the AC voltage supply
and the sensitive load, and a DC energy storage device, as
shown in Figure 1.

Keywords: Dynamic Voltage Restorer, Voltage Sags,
Voltage Swells, Single Line to Ground (SLG) Fault,
Three-Phase Fault.
I. INTRODUCTION
Power Quality problems encompass a wide range of
disturbances such as voltage sags/swells, flicker,
harmonics distortion, impulse transient, and interruptions
[1]. Voltage sags/swells can occurs more frequently than
other Power quality phenomenon. These sags/swells are
the most important power quality problems in the power
distribution system [18].
One of the most important custom power devices that
has been created to improve the performance of power
quality is Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR). The DVR
maintains the load voltage at a nominal magnitude and
phase by compensating the voltage sag/swell, voltage
unbalance and voltage harmonics presented at the point
of common coupling [10, 11, 12]. These systems are able
to compensate voltage sags by increasing the appropriate
voltages in series with the supply voltage, and therefore
prevent loss of power.
In 1994, L.Gyugyi proposed an apparatus and a
method for dynamic voltage restoration of utility
distribution network. This method uses real power in
order to inject the faulted supply voltages and is
commonly known as the Dynamic Voltage Restorer [13].
In this paper, a conventional DVR design essentially
contains a voltage source inverter (VSI), an injection

Figure 1. Basic DVR topology

Control unit is the heart of the DVR where its main
function is to detect the presence of voltage sags in the
system, calculating the required compensating voltage for
the DVR and generate the reference voltage for PWM
generator to trigger on the PWM inverter. This paper tries
to compensate three phase voltage sag and swell, single
voltage sag (SLG) and unbalance voltage sag and swell
by the aid of the DVR, moreover, their Total Harmonic
Distortion (THD) are presented. Simulation results
carried out by Matlab/Simulink verify the performance of
the proposed method.
II. VOLTAGE SAGS/SWELLS
Voltage sags/swells caused by unsymmetrical line-toline, single line to ground (SLG), double-line-to-ground
and symmetrical three phase faults effects on sensitive
loads, the DVR injects the independent voltages to restore
and maintained sensitive to its nominal value The
injection power of the DVR with zero or minimum power
for compensation purposes can be achieved by choosing
an appropriate amplitude and phase angle [9].Voltage
sags can occur at any instant of time, with amplitudes
ranging from 10-90% and a duration lasting for half a
cycle to one minute [2]. Voltage swell, on the other hand,
is defined as an increase in rms voltage or current at the
power frequency for durations from 0.5 cycles to 1
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minute. Typical magnitudes are between 1.1 and 1.8 up.
Swell magnitude is also described by its remaining
voltage, in this case, always greater than 1.0. [3]. IEEE
519-1992 and IEEE 1159-1995 describe the voltage
sags/swells as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Voltage reduction standard of IEEE 1159-1995

Due to the fact that voltage swells are less common in
distribution systems, they are not as important as voltage
sags. Voltage sag and swell can cause sensitive
equipment (such as found in semiconductor or chemical
plants) to fail, or shutdown, as well as create a large
current unbalance that could blow fuses or trip breakers.
These effects can be very expensive for customers,
ranging from minor quality variations to produce
downtime and equipment damage [4].

The three-phase transformers connection used in the
three-phase DVR can be configured either in delta/open
or star/open connection as shown in Figure 3. In case of
asymmetrical fault in the high voltage side, the zero
sequence current flowing almost zero, if the distribution
transformer connection in Δ-Y with the grounded neutral.
As such connection, the DVR only mitigates the positive
and negative sequence components [14].
One of the efficient methods to inject the DVR
compensating voltage is pre-sag compensation method.
The Pre-sag compensation method is to track supply
voltage continuously and compensates load voltage
during fault to pre-fault condition. Figure 4 shows the
single-phase vector diagram of the pre-sag compensation.
In this method, the load voltage can be restored ideally,
but injected active power cannot be controlled and is
determined by external conditions such as the type of
faults and load condition. Figure 5 shows the flow chart
of basic concept of the DVR operation.

III. DVR MODELING
The main function of the DVR is the protection of
sensitive loads from voltage sags/swells coming from the
network. The DVR is shown in Figure 3 which consists
of the injection transformer, filter unit, PWM inverter,
and energy storage and control system that is used to
mitigate voltage sag in power distribution system [17].

Figure 4. Vector diagram of pre-sag compensation

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of congenital DVR

The DVR is connected in series between the source
voltage or grid and sensitive loads through injection
transformer. There are several types of energy storage
that has been used in the DVR such as battery,
superconducting coil and flywheels. These types of
energy storages are very important in order to supply
active and reactive power to the DVR. The controller is
an important part of the DVR for switching purposes. The
switching converter is responsible to do conversion
process from DC to AC. The inverter ensures that only
the swells or sags voltage is injected to the injection
transformer [5, 8].
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Figure 5. Flow chart of DVR operation
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If a fault occurs on othher lines, the DVR
D
inserts series
s
voltage VDVRR and compennsates load vooltage to pre fault
value. The momentary
m
am
mplitudes of the three injeected
phase voltagges are controolled such ass to eliminatee any
detrimental effects
e
of a buus fault to the load voltage VL.
This means that any diifferential vooltages causedd by
transient diisturbances in
i
the ac feeder willl be
compensatedd by an equivvalent voltagee generated byy the
converter annd injected on
o the mediuum voltage level
through the booster
b
transfoormer.
The DVR
R works indeppendently of the
t type of fauult or
any event thhat happens inn the system, provided thaat the
whole system
m remains connnected to thee supply grid.. The
line breaker does not tripp. For most practical
p
cases, an
d
can be achieved by only
o
compenssating
economical design
that it is reassonable because for a typicaal distributionn bus,
the zero seqquence part of
o a disturbannce will not pass
through the step down transformer
t
b
because
of infinite
impedance foor this compoonent. The possitive and neggative
sequence com
mponents of the voltage disturbance
d
a at
are
input of the DVR.
D
IV.. DVR CONT
TROL TECH
HNIQUE
When voltage sags/sw
wells are deetected, the DVR
D
should reactt as fast as possible
p
and injects
i
ac vooltage
to the grid. It
I can be im
mplemented using a feeddback
control techhnique based on the voltaage referencee and
instantaneous values of supply
s
and looad voltage. There
T
are various basic
b
roles of a controller inn a DVR: deteection
of the voltaage sag/swell occurrencess in the sysstem;
calculation of
o the compenssating voltagee, generation of
o the
trigger pulsess of PWM invverter and stopp triggering pulses
p
when the occcurrence has passed
p
[6, 7].
The coontrol system
m employs abc to dqo
transformatioon to dq0 volltages. Duringg normal conddition
and symmetrrical conditionn, the voltagee will be connstant
and d-voltagge is unity in pu and q-volttage is zero inn pu,
but during the abnormaal conditions it varies. After
A
comparison d-voltage annd q-voltage with the deesired
voltage, erroor d and error q are generrated. These error
components are convertedd into abc com
mponent usingg dq0
to abc transfoormation [15, 16].
This dq0 method gives the informatiion of the deptth (d)
and phase shhift (q) of volttage sag with start and end time.
The load voltage is transfoormed to Vd, Vq and V0 baseed on
park transforrmation accordding Equationns (1), (2), (3)) and
Equation (4) defines the transformation
t
n from three phase
p
system a, b, c to dq0 stationary frame.
G
2
2π
2π
Vd = [Va coos ω t + Vb cos((ω t −
) + Vc cos(ωt −
) (1)
)]
3
3
3
G
2
2π
2π
Vq = [Va sinn ω t + Vb sin(ω t −
s ωt −
)] (2)
) + Vc sin(
3
3
3
G
(3)
V0 = [Va + Vb + Vc ] / 3
⎡Vd ⎤ ⎡ coss(θ )
cos(θ − 2π / 3)
1 ⎤ ⎡Va ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥
(4)
⎢Vq ⎥ = ⎢ − sinn(θ ) − cos(θ − 2π / 3) 1 ⎥ ⎢Vb ⎥
⎢V ⎥ ⎢ 1 / 2
1/ 2
1 / 2 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣Vc ⎥⎦
⎣ 0⎦ ⎣
Phase Loocked Loop (PLL)
(
is usedd to generate unit
sinusoidal wave
w
in phasee with main voltage. Thiss abc

mponents are giiven to generaate three phasee Pulses usingg
com
Pulsse Width Moodulation (PW
WM) techniqu
ue. Proposedd
conttrol technique block is show
wn in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Block
B
diagram coontrol scheme of DVR
D

V. POWE
ER SYSTEM
M STUDY MO
ODEL
The
T performannce of the deesigned DVR,, as shown inn
Figu
ure 7, is evalluated using Matlab/Simullink. Table 1
prov
vides the sppecification of the sim
mulation andd
expeerimental resuults of the DVR
R.
Table 1. System
S
parameterrs and constant vaalues
Main supply volltage per phase
Series transform
mer turn ratio
DC BUS Voltage
Source voltage
v
Source reesistance
Line freqquency
Line imppedance
Filter indductance
Filter capacitance

400
0V
1:1
150
0V
22 KV
K
0.8 Ω
50 Hz
H
LS =1mH, Rs=0.01 Ω
7 mH
m
10 μF
μ

Investigation
I
on the DV
VR performaance can bee
obseerved throughh testing unnder various disturbancess
cond
dition on the source voltaage. The prop
posed controll
algo
orithm was tested for bbalanced and
d unbalancedd
voltaages sags/sweells in low volttage distributio
on system.
The
T first simulation show of three phase voltage sag iss
simu
ulated. The sim
mulation startted with the su
upply voltagee
50%
% sagging as shhown in Figurre 8(a). The Fiigure 8(a) alsoo
show
ws a 50% volttage sag initiaated at 0.1sec and it is keptt
untill 0.2sec, withh total voltagge sag duratio
on of 0.1sec..
Figu
ures 8(b) illusstrates the voltage injected by the aid off
DVR
R and (c) shoows the corressponding load
d voltage withh
com
mpensation. Ass a result of thhe DVR, the lo
oad voltage iss
keptt at 1 pu.
Single
S
Voltagee Sag is createed by fault off single line too
grou
und (SLG) iss shown in F
Figure (9), moreover,
m
thee
Figu
ure shows the occurrence off 50% single phase
p
voltagee
sag on utility gridd. Through sim
mulation the supply voltagee
with
h one phase vooltage droppedd down to 50%
% as shown inn
Figu
ure 9(a).The DVR injecteed voltage and
a
the loadd
voltaage are shownn in Figures 9((b) and (c), resspectively.
In
I addition, As
A a result of SLG fault. An
A unbalancedd
voltaage sag is created imm
mediately afterr the fault ass
show
wn in Figuree 10(a), the suupply voltage with two off
the phase
p
voltagees dropped dow
wn to 60-80%
%. The DVR
R
injeccted voltage and the loaad voltage arre shown inn
Figu
ure 10(b) and (c), respectivvely.
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The second simulation shows the DVR performance
during a voltage swell condition. In case of balance
voltage swell, the source voltage has increased about 2025% of its nominal value. The simulation results of the
balance voltage swells as shown in Figure 11(a).

Figures 11(b) and (c) show the injected and the load
voltage respectively. The swells voltages occur at the
time duration of 0.1 sec and after 0.2 sec the voltage will
restore back to its normal value. As can be seen from the
results, the load voltage is kept at the nominal value with
help of the DVR.

Figure 7. Matlab model of the DVR connected system
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Figure 9. Single-phase voltage sag
(a) Source voltage (b) Injected voltage (c) Load voltage

Figure 8. Three-phase voltage sag
(a) Source voltage (b) Injected voltage (c) Load voltage
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In case of unbalance voltage swells, this phenomenon
caused due to single phase to ground fault. One of the
phase of voltage swells has increased around 20-25%
with duration time of swells is 0.1 sec .The swells voltage
will stop after 0.2 sec as shown in Figure 12(a). At this
stage the DVR will injects the missing voltage in order to
compensate it and the voltage at the load will be
protected from voltage swells problem.
The injected voltage that is produced by the DVR in
order to correct the load voltages and the load voltages
maintain at the constant level are shown in Figures 12(b)
and (c), respectively. Figure (13) illustrates total harmonic
distortion (THD) for the compensated load voltage by the
DVR for sags and swells.
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Figure 10. Unbalanced voltage sag
(a) Source voltage (b) Injected voltage (c) Load voltage
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Figure 12. Unbalanced voltage swell
(a) Source voltage (b) Injected voltage (c) Load voltage
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Figure 11. Three-phase voltages swell
(a) Source voltage (b) Injected voltage (c) Load voltage

VI. CONCLUSIONS
The DVR modeling and simulation has been shown by
the aid of Matlab/Simulink. The control system is based
on dq0 technique which is a scaled error, between source
side of the DVR and its reference for compensating sags
and swells. The simulation shows that the DVR
performance is efficient in mitigation of voltage sags and
swells.
According to the simulation results, the DVR is able to
compensate the sags and swells during single line to
ground (SLG) fault and three-phase fault. As result of the
FFT analysis, the compensated load voltage by the DVR
has appropriate THD. The DVR handles both balanced
and unbalanced situations without any difficulties. It
injects an appropriate voltage component to correct any
anomaly rapidly in the supply voltage; in addition, it
keeps the load voltage balanced and constant at the
nominal value.
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Figure 13. THD of compensated load voltage (a), three-voltage sag (b),
single-phase voltage sag (c), unbalanced voltage sag (d), three-phase
voltage swell (e) unbalanced voltage swell
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